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H statement describes an extended star topology

Star topology is a topology for the local area network (LAN) where all hubs are individually connected to the connection center point, such as nodes or switches. The star takes more cables than for example a bus, but the benefit is that if the cable fails, only one nod will be knocked down. Star topology All traffic comes
from the center of the star. The central location controls all attached nods. The central hub is usually a fast, standalone computer and is responsible for directing all traffic to other hubs. The main advantages of the star network are that one unsuccessful nod does not affect the rest of the network. However, this type of
mesh may be prone to bottlenecks and problems of failure in the central place. The star network is often combined with bus topology. The central hub is then connected to the back of the bus. This combination is called wood. 1. See the exhibition. What's wrong with the breakup shown? The wires are too thick for the
connector used. The untested length of each wire is too long. Woven copper braid should not have been removed. The wrong type of connector is used. 2. Why are two strands of fibre used for a single optical fiber connection? They prevent the crosstalk from causing interference on the connection. They increase the
speed at which data can travel. Two strands allow data to travel longer distances without degradation. They provide complete duplex connectivity. 3. See the exhibition. What statement describes the methods of controlling access to media used by networks in the exhibition? All three networks use CSMA/CA Network 1
using CSMA/CD and Network 3 uses CSMA/CA. Network 1 uses CSMA/CA and Network 2 uses CSMA/CD. Network 2 uses CSMA/CA and Network 3 uses CSMA/CD. No network requires control of media access. 4. Fill the void. Physical topology, which is a variation or combination of point-to-point, node, and speech,
or mesh topology is commonly known as _hybrid_ topology. 5. What method of data transfer allows you to send and receive information at the same time? full duplex simplex multiplex half duplex 6. What is one advantage of using optical cable rather than copper cabling? It can be installed around sharp turns. It's usually
cheaper than copper cabler. It can carry signals much further than copper cable. It is easier to interrupt and install than copper cable. 7. Align the characteristics with the correct type of fiber. (Not all options are used.) - Multimode Fiber LED as a light source several paths of light in fibers generally used with LANs - Single-
mode Fiber only one beam of light in fibers generally used for campus backbone laser as a light source 8. What is in the trailer frame data connection? Logical data address physically detect address error 9. What are the two services that are performed by data OSI model layer? (Select two.) Accepts layer 3 packages
and encapsulates them into frames. Specifies the path to the front packages. Encrypts data packages. Monitor layer 2 communication by building a MAC address desk. It provides control over media access and performs error detection. 10. See the exhibition. The computer is connected to the console switch port. All
other connections are made through FastEthernet links. What types of UTP cables can be used to connect devices? 1 – rollover, 2 – crossover, 3 – straight through 1 – crossover, 2 – rollover, 3 – straight through 1 – rollover, 2 – straight, 3 – crossover 1 – crossover, 2 – straight, 3 – rollover 11. What type of connector
does the network interface card use? PS-2 DIN RJ-11 RJ-45 12. A network administrator designs the look of a new wireless network. What three areas of concern should be considered when building a wireless network? (Select three.) Interference package crash safety mobility coverage area extensive cables 13. What
is indicated by the term through the road? measures of usable data transmitted in the media measures of bits transmitted in the media over a period of time should be provided by the message from sender to recipient to obtain the capacity of a particular media to transmit data of the guaranteed data transfer rate offered
by ISP 14. What is the function of the CRC value located in the FCS area of the framework? To calculate the header for checking the data fields in the check box for the logical address in the physical address check box in box 15. What technique is used with a UTP cable to protect against signal interference from
crosstalks? wrapping the foil shield around wire pairs twisting the wires together into pairs that break the cord with special grounded connectors that close the cables inside the flexible plastic sheath 16. What characteristic describes crosstalk? distortion of transmitted messages from signals transmitted in adjacent wires
loss of wireless signal at excessive distance from the access point weakening the network signal at long lengths of cable distortion of the network signal from fluorescent lighting 17. How does data travel on media during 1s and 0s how does the receiving nod identify the beginning and end of the frame? Transmitting
transmitting inserts begin and stop parts in the frame. The receiving nod identifies the beginning of the frame by seeing the physical address. The transmission sends a beacon to inform you that a data box is attached. The transmitting nod sends a signal outside the belt to the receiver about the beginning of the frame.
18. The network administrator observes that some newly installed Ethernet cable device carries a corrupt and data signals. New cabling is installed in the ceiling near fluorescent lights and electrical equipment. What two factors can interfere with copper cabling and result in distortion of signals and data corruption?
(Select two.) extended length of cable signal attenuation RFI EMI crosstalk 19. What is the truth about physical and logical topologies? Physical topologies deal with the way the network transmits frames. Physical topologies display the IP address scheme of each network. Logical topology is always the same as physical
topology. Logical topologies refer to how a network transfers data between devices. 20. What statement describes the expanded topology of stars? The end devices are connected by bus and each bus connects to a central intermediate device. All end and medium-sized devices are interconnected in the chain. End
devices connect to a central intermediate device, which in turn connects to other central intermediate devices. Each end system is connected to a neighbor through an intermediate device. 21. What layer of OSI model is responsible for determining the encapsulation method used for certain types of media? data linking
the application of physical transport 22. Fill the void. _bandwidth_ means the ability of the media to transmit data and is usually measured in kilobits per second (kb/s) or megabits per second (Mb/s). 23. What are the two reasons for physical layer protocols to use frame coding techniques? (Select two.) identify where the
framework begins and ends in order to reduce the number of collisions on the media in order to ensure better correction of media errors in order to increase media progression to distinguish data bits from control bits 24. Fill the void. What acronym is used to reference a data connection sub-layer that identifies a network
layer protocol incorporated into the box? LLC Last updated on November 2, 2020 by admin end device connect to the central intermediate device, which in turn connects to other central intermediate devices. The end devices are connected by bus and each bus connects to a central intermediate device. Each end system
is connected to a neighbor through an intermediate device. All end and medium-sized devices are interconnected in the chain. Answers Explanation and tips: In the expanded topology of stars, central intermediate devices connect other stellar topologies. For more Q&amp;A: Click HERE CCNA 1 ITN v7 – Modules 4-7:
Ethernet Concepts Test answers Full 100% Last updated on 13 January 2019 Admin End devices connect to the central intermediate device, which in turn connects to other central intermediate devices. The end devices are connected by bus and each bus connects to a central intermediate device. Each end system is
connected to a neighbour intermediate device. All the end and and devices are interconnected in a chain. Explanation: In the extended topology of stars, central intermediate devices connect other top stars. For all questions: CCNA1 ITN Chapter 4 Exam Answers 2019 March 4, 2020 Last updated: July 1, 2020
Question: What statement describes the expanded topology of stars? End devices connect to a central intermediate device, which in turn connects to other central intermediate devices. The end devices are connected by bus and each bus connects to a central intermediate device. Each end system is connected to a
neighbor through an intermediate device. All end and medium-sized devices are interconnected in the chain. Explanation: In the extended topology of stars, central intermediate devices connect other top stars. More questions: Modules 4 – 7: Ethernet concepts Exam answers More questions: CCNA 1 (v5.1 + v6.0)
Chapter 4 Exam answers CCNA 1 v7.0 11 February, 2020 admin CCNA 1 v7.0, Test responses, Module 4 - 7 controls access to media transmitting bits in local media * performing error detection on received frames that exchange frames between channels through physical network media 2. Why are two strands of fiber
used for a single optical fiber connection? Two strands allow data to travel longer distances without degradation. They prevent the crosstalk from causing interference on the connection. They increase the speed at which data can travel. They provide complete duplex connectivity.* 3. What characteristic describes
crosstalk? distortion of the network signal from fluorescent lighting distortion of transmitted messages from signals transmitted in adjacent wires* weakening of the network signal during long cable lengths loss of wireless signal at excessive distance from access point 4. What procedure is used to reduce the effect of the
cross stem in copper cables? requiring appropriate grounding connections for twisting opposing pairs of circuit wires* wrapping a wire bundle with a metal shield that designs cable infrastructure to avoid interference in the cross by avoiding sharp bends during installation 5. Align the situation with the appropriate use of
network media. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 -7 Test responses p5 6. A network administrator measures the transfer of bits across the company's back of the line for critical financial application. The administrator notices that network bandwidth appears lower than expected bandwidth. What three factors could affect
differences in the pro fight? (Select three.) the amount of traffic currently exceeding the network* the sophistication of the encapsulation method has been applied to the data by the type of traffic exceeding the network* latency resulting from the number of network devices that the data exceeds* the bandwidth of the
WAN connection to the Internet gigabit Ethernet infrastructure of the 7th What are the two characteristics of fiber optic cables? (Select two.) It is not affected by EMI or RFI.* Each pair of cables is wrapped in metal foil. Combines the technique of cancellation, protection and twisting to protect data. It usually contains 4
pairs of fiber o-water wires. It's more expensive than UTP cabing.* 8. What is the primary role of the physical layer in data transmission online? Create signals that represent bits in each frame on the medium * provide physical address to devices to determine the path packages take through the data control network
access to the media Explanation: OSI physical layer provides the means to transport the bits that form the framework over the media network. This layer accepts the complete frame from the data connection layer and encods it as a series of signals transmitted to local media. 9. With the use of unsetted copper wire in
pairs in the network, what causes the crosstalk inside the cable pairs? magnetic field around adjacent pairs of wire* use of braided wire to protect the adjacent wire pairs the reflection of the electrical wave back from the far end of the cable crash caused by two nods trying to simultaneously use the media Explanation:
Crosstalk is the kind of noise or interference that occurs when the transmission of signals on one wire interferes with the other wire. When the current flows through the wire, a magnetic field is produced. The produced magnetic field will face a signal carried in the adjacent wire. 10. See graphic. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 -
7 Test responses p10 What type of cable is shown? STP UTP coax fibers* Explanation: Network cable includes different types of cables: The UTP cable consists of four pairs of colored wires that are twisted together and then enclosed in a flexible plastic sheath. The STP cable uses four pairs of wires, each wrapped in a
foil shield, which are then wrapped in a total metal braid or foil. The coaxial cable uses a copper conductor, and a layer of flexible plastic insulation surrounds the copper conductor. The fiber cable is a flexible, extremely thin, translucent part of the glass surrounded by plastic insulation. 11. In addition to the length of the
cable, what two factors could interfere with the communication transmitted via the UTP cable? (Select two.) Crosstalk* bandwidth size of network signal modulation technique electromagnetic interference* Explanation: Copper media are widely used in network communications. However, copper media is limited by
distance and signal interference. The data is transmitted on copper cables as electrical impulses. Electrical impulses are susceptible to interference from two sources: electromagnetic interference (EMI) or radio frequency interference (RFI) – EMI and RFI signals can distort and corrupt data carried by copper media.
Crosstalk – Crosstalk is a disturbance caused by electrical or magnetic signal fields on a single wire that interferes with the signal in the adjacent wire. 12. See graphic. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 - 7 Test responses p12 What type of cable is shown? STP UTP* coax fibers 13. Which two devices typically affect wireless
networks? (Select two.) Blu-ray players home theaters wireless phones* microwave* incandescent bulbs external hard drives Explanation: Radio frequency interference (RFI) is a interference caused by radio transmitters and other devices transmitted at the same frequency. 14. What two statements describe the services
provided by the data connection layer? (Select two.) It defines a end-to-end delivery problem resolution programme. Maintains the path between sources and destination devices during data transfer. Manages the framework's access to network media.* Provides reliable delivery through connection and flow control. It
ensures that application data will be transferred in line with prioritisation. Packages different Layer 3 PDUs in a frame format that is compatible with the network interface.* Explanation: The data connection layer is divided into two sub-layers, namely Logical Link Control (LLC) and Media Access Control (MAC). The LLC
forms a frame from the PDU network layer into a format that complies with the requirements of the network interface and media. The network layer of PDU can be for IPv4 or IPv6. The MAC subsea defines the media access processes performed by the hardware. Manages the frame's access to network media according
to physical signaling requirements (copper cable, fibre optics, wireless, etc.) 15. What is the function of the CRC value located in the FCS area of the framework? to check the integrity of the received box* to check the physical address in the logical address check box in the check header for the data field in box 16. What
is in the trailer of the data connection box? logical address disclosure of physical data address* 17. Which statement describes the field characteristic of the data connection layer box header? They all include flow control and logical connection fields. The Ethernet box header fields contain the source and destination
addresses of Layer 3. They vary depending on protocols.* They include information about user applications. Explanation: All data connection layer protocols include layer 3 PDU within the frame data field. However, the structure of the frames and fields contained in the header varies depending on the protocol. Different
data connection layer protocols can use different areas, such as priority/quality of service, logical connection control, physical connection control, flow control, and congestion control. 18. The network team physical WAN topology for connecting remote places to the headquarters building. What topology provides high
availability and connects some, but not all, remote places? Mesh partial network* hub and point-to-point explanation: Partial network topologies provide high availability by connecting multiple remote sites, but they don't require a connection between all remote sites. Mesh topology requires point-to-point connections to
any system connected to every other system. Point-to-point topology is where each device is connected to one other device. The center and speeches use a central device in star topology that connects to other devices from point to point. 19. What two fields or features is Ethernet examining to determine whether the
received box has been forwarded to a data connection layer or discarded by NIC? (Select two.) auto-MDIX CEF Frame verification sequence * minimum frame size * MAC address source 20. What type of media communication does not require media arbitration in the data connection layer? deterministic semi-duplex full-
duplex* controlled approach Explanation: Semi-duplex communication occurs when both devices can both transmit and receive on the media, but they cannot do so simultaneously. Full-duplex communication occurs when both devices can simultaneously transmit and receive on media and therefore do not require media
arbitration. Semi-two-storey communication is usually based on conflicts, while a controlled (deterministic) approach is applied in technologies where devices alternate to access media. 21. What statement describes the expanded topology of stars? End devices connect to a central intermediate device, which in turn
connects to other central intermediate devices.* The end devices are connected together by bus and each bus connects to a central intermediate device. Each end system is connected to a neighbor through an intermediate device. All end and medium-sized devices are interconnected in the chain. Explanation: In the
extended topology of stars, central intermediate devices connect other top stars. 22. What is the characteristic of an LLC subsea? Provides the logical addressing required to identify the device. Provides data delimitation in accordance with the requirements of physical media signaling. It puts information in the box
allowing multiple Layer 3 protocols to use the same network interface and media.* Defines software processes that provide services to the physical layer. 23. What are the three ways media access control is used in networking? (Select three.) Ethernet uses CSMA/CD.* Media access control provides the setting of data
boxes in the media.* Conflict-based access is also known as deterministic. 802.11 uses CSMA/CD. Data connection layer protocols define rules for access to different media.* Networks controlled access have reduced performance due to data 24. During the encapsulation process, what happens in the data connection
layer for a PC connected to an Ethernet network? An IP address is added. A logical address is added. A physical address is added.* A process port number is added. Explanation: The Ethernet box includes the physical address of the source and destination. The trailer includes the CRC value in the frame check
sequence field to allow the receiving device to determine whether the frame has been changed (it has errors) during transmission. 25. What are the three items contained in the Ethernet header and trailer? (Select three.) IP address source MAC address* destination IP address destination MAC address* error checking
information* Explanation: Layer 2 headers contain the following: Frame start and stop indicator flags at the beginning and end of the Address box – for Ethernet networks this part of the header contains the source and destination of the MAC address Type field to indicate which Layer 3 protocol is used to detect errors to
determine if the box arrived without error 26. Which communication rule would best describe CSMA/CD? access method* message flow control encoding message encoding explanation: Carrier feel multiple approach to collision detection (CSMA/CD) is the access method used with Ethernet. The communication access
policy dictates that a network device can place a signal on the operator. CSMA/CD dictates these rules on the Ethernet network, and CSMA/CA dictates these rules on wireless LAN 802.11. 27. What are the three basic parts common to all types of frameworks supported by the data connection layer? (Select three.)
header* MTU size field type Data* Tráiler * CRC value Explanation: Data connection protocol is responsible for communicating NIC-to-NIC within the same network. While there are many different data connection layer protocols that describe data connection layer frames, each frame type has three basic parts: Header
Data Trailer 28. What is the statement true about the CSMA/CD access method used in Ethernet? When the device hears the operator's signal and transmits, the collision cannot occur. The jamming signal only causes the devices that caused the collision to execute the backoff algorithm. All network devices must listen
before transmitting.* Devices involved in a collision are prioritized for transmission after the return period. 29. What is the feature of auto-MDIX on the switch? automatic interface configuration for operation 10/100/1000 Mb/s automatic interface configuration for direct or crossover Ethernet cable connection* automatic full
duplex configuration operation over one E copper or optical cablethernet the ability to turn off or off the switch interface accordingly if an active connection is detected Explanation: Auto-MDIX allows you to switch to using a crossover or direct Ethernet cable to connect to regardless of the device at the other end of the
connection. 30. See the exhibition. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 – 7 Test responses p30 What is the destination MAC address of the Ethernet box because it leaves the web server if the final destination is PC1? 00-60-2F-3A-07-AA 00-60-2F-3A-07-BB 00-60-2F-3A-07-CC* 00-60-2F-3A-07-DD Explanation: Destination MAC
address used for local delivery of Ethernet frames. Mac (Layer 2) changes in every segment of the network along the way. As the box leaves the web server, it will be delivered using the MAC address of the default gateway. 31. The Layer 2 switch is used to switch incoming boxes from a 1000BASE-T port to a port
connected to a 100Base-T network. Which method of memory buffering would work best for this task? port-based buffering level 1 cache buffering shared memory buffering* fixed configuration buffering 32. What are the two examples of the method of switching to cut-offs? (Select two.) store-and-forward switching fast
switching * CRC switching fragment-free switching * QOS switching 33. Which method of forwarding the box receives the entire box and performs a CRC check to detect errors before forwarding the box? Switch and forward switch* switch without fragments explanation: Fast forward switching and no fragments are
variations of switching to cutouts, which begin to coat the frame before the entire frame is received. 34. What is the purpose of the FCS field in the frame? to get the MAC address of sending ads to check the logical address of sending an ad ad to calculate the CRC data header to determine if errors occurred in the
upload and reception* Explanation: The FCS field in the box is used to detect any errors in the transmission and receipt of the box. This is done by comparing the value of the CRC within the framework with the calculated CRC value of the framework. If the two values do not match, the box is discarded. 35. Which
switching method has the lowest latency level? cut-through store-and-forward fragment-free fast-forward* Explanation: Fast forward switching starts to sheer the frame after reading the destination MAC address, resulting in the lowest latency. Without fragments, the first 64 bytes are read before forwarding. Store-and-
forward has the highest latency because it reads the entire frame before moving it forward. Both fragment-free and fast-forward are types of cut-through switching. 36. The network administrator connects two modern switches using a direct cable. The switches are new and never configured. What are the three
statements correct about the final result of the relationship? (Select three.) The connection between the switches will work as quickly as they support both switches.* The connection between the switches will work as a full-duplex.* If both switches are eased different speeds, each will operate at its fastest speed. The
auto-MDIX feature will configure the interfaces by eliminating the need for a crossover cable.* The connection will not be possible unless the administrator changes the cable to a crossover cable. The duplex capability must be manually configured because it is non-negotiable. Explanation: Modern switches can negotiate
operation in fully duplex mode if both switches are capable. It will negotiate operation using the fastest speed possible, and the auto-MDIX feature is enabled by default, so cable change is not required. 37. What advantage does the switching method take in trade and forward compared to the switching method? Error
checking the collision detection box* faster premeditation box premeditation box using IPv4 Layer 3 and 4 explanation information: The switch uses the in-store and forward switching method to check the error on the incoming box by comparing the FCS value with its own FCS calculations after receiving the entire
framework. By comparison, the switch uses the switching method to make quick promo decisions and begins the study process without waiting for the entire frame to be received. Thus, the switch can send invalid frames to the network using a switch. In-store and forward switching performance is slower compared to



switching performance. Collision detection is monitored by a sending device. Switching in store and forward does not use IPv4 Layer 3 and 4 information for its forwarding decisions. 38. When using the switching method in store and forward, which part of the Ethernet box is used to check for errors? CRC in tráiler *
source mac address in destination mac address header to protocol type header to header 39. Which switching method uses the CRC value in the box? cut-through fast-forward fragment-free store-and-forward* Explanation: When using the store switching method and forward, the switch receives a complete frame before
forwarding it to its destination. Part of the cyclical redundancy check (CRC) trailer is used to determine whether the frame has been modified during transit. In contrast, the cut switch forwards the box after reading the destination layer 2 address. Two types of switching methods are fast forward and without fragments. 40.
What are the two actions performed by the Cisco switch? (Select two.) Build a routing table based on the first IP address in the box header using the original MAC addresses of the MAC Address Box* forward the boxes with unknown destination IP addresses to the default gateway using the MAC forward address
through the destination MAC address* by examining the destination MAC address to add new entries to the MAC address Explanation : Important actions the switch versions are as follows: When the box arrives, the switch examines the original Layer 2 address to build and maintain the Layer 2 MAC address table.
Examines the destination address of Layer 2 to determine how to forward the box. When the destination address is in the MAC address desk, the box is sent to a specific port. When the address is unknown, the box is sent to all ports that have devices connected to that network. 41. What two statements describe the
features or functions of the logical connection control subsea in Ethernet standards? (Select two.) The logical connection control is implemented in the software.* The logical connection control is specified in the IEEE 802.3 standard. The LLC subsea adds a header and trailer to the data. The data connection layer uses
the LLC to communicate with the top layers of the protocol package.* The LLC sub-layer is responsible for setting up and retrieving the frame on and off the media. Explanation: The logical connection control is implemented in the software and allows the data connection layer to communicate with the upper layers of the
protocol package. Logical connection control is specified in IEEE 802.2. IEEE 802.3 is a set of standards that define different types of Ethernet. The Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layer is responsible for setting and finding boxes on and off media. The MAC subsea is also responsible for adding the header and trailer
to the Network Layer Protocol (DST) data unit. 42. What is the feature of auto-MDIX? Allows the device to automatically configure the interface to use a direct or crossover cable.* Allows the device to automatically configure segment duplex settings. Allows the device to automatically configure the speed of the interface.
Allows you to switch to dynamically selecting a exceeding method. 43. What is one advantage of using the switching method instead of the switching method in trade and forward? has a positive impact on bandwidth by dropping most invalid boxes makes the decision to fast-forward based on the original MAC address
frame has lower latency suitable for high performance computer applications * provides flexibility to support any mix of Ethernet speeds Explanation: Cut-through switching provides lower latency switching for high computing performance (HPC) applications. Cut allows for more invalid network transition frameworks than
trade switching and forward. The cut method can decide on the future as soon as it looks at the destination MAC address of the box. 44. What is a multicast MAC address? FF-FF-FF-FF-FF 5C-26-0A-4B-19-3E 01-00-5E-00-00-03* 00-26-0F-4B-00-3E 45. Take a look at the exhibition. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 - 7 Test
responses p45 What is wrong with the displayed interruption? Woven copper braid should not have been removed. Wrong type is in use. The untested length of each wire is too long.* The wires are too thick for the connector used. Explanation: When the cable for the RJ-45 connector is broken, it is important to ensure
that the unammaged wires are not too long and that the flexible plastic sheath surrounding the wires is cleave, not the bare wires. None of the colored wires should be visible from the bottom of the connector. 46. See the exhibition. CCNA 1 v7.0 Modules 4 - 7 Test responses p46 PC is connected to the console switch
port. All other connections are made through FastEthernet links. What types of UTP cables can be used to connect devices? 1 – rollover, 2 – crossover, 3 – straight through 1 – rollover, 2 – straight, 3 – crossover* 1 – crossover, 2 – straight, 3 – rollover 1 – crossover, 2 – rollover, 3 – straight explanation: Straight-through
cable is usually used to connect the host to the switch and switch to the router. A crossover cable is used to connect similar devices together such as switching to a switch, hosting a host, or router to a router. If the switch has an MDIX option, a crossover can be used to connect the switch to the router; however, this
option is not available. The switch cable is used to connect to the router or switch the console port. 47. Open the PT activity. Perform tasks in the activity instructions, and then answer the question. Which Switch0 port does it use to send a frame to a host with IPv4 address 10.1.1.5? Fa0/1 Fa0/5 Fa0/9 Fa0/11*
Explanation: Issuing ipconfig command /all from PC0 command prompt displays IPv4 address and MAC address. When IPv4 address 10.1.1.5 pings from pc0, the switch stores the original MAC address (with PC0) along with the port to which the PC0 is connected. When a destination response is received, the switch
takes the MAC address of the destination and is compared to the MAC addresses stored in the MAC address. Issuing a mac address view table on the PC0 Terminal app shows two dynamic MAC address entries. The Mac address and the non-PC0 port entry must be a MAC address and destination port with IPv4
address 10.1.1.5. 48. What does the term dimming mean in data communication? loss of signal strength as distance increases* time for signal to reach destination leaks signals from one cable pair to another signal strengthening using networking device Explanation: Data is transmitted on copper cables as electrical
impulses. The detector in the mains interface of the destination device must receive a signal that can be successfully decoded to match the signal sent. However, the further the signal travels, the worse it gets. It's called signal damping. 49. What makes fibres more desirable than copper Building? (Select three.) longer
distances per cable* lower installation costs limited sensitivity to EMI/RFI* permanent connections greater bandwidth potential* easily interrupted Explanation: Fiber optic cable transmits data over longer distances and at higher bandwidths than any other networking medium. Unlike copper wires, fiber optic cable can
transmit signals with less damping and is completely immune to EMI and RFI. 50. What concept of the physical layer of OSI describes the process by which one wave modifies the second wave? Modulation* IEEE EIA/TIA air 51. What concept of the physical layer of OSI describes the capacity at which a medium can
transmit data? Bandwidth* IEEE EIA/TIA air 52. What concept of the physical layer of OSI describes the capacity at which a medium can transmit data? Bandwidth* bandwidth latency goodput 53. What term of the physical layer of OSI describes the measure of bit transfer over media over a period of time? Bandwidth*
goodput latency bandwidth 54. What term of the physical layer of OSI describes the amount of time, including delays, for data travelling from one point to another? Latency* bandwidth bandwidth goodput 55. What term of the physical layer of OSI describes the amount of time, including delays, for data travelling from one
point to another? Latency* fiber optic cable air copper cable 56. What term of the physical layer of OSI describes the measure of usable data transmitted over a period of time? Goodput* fiber optic cable air copper cable 57. What concept of the physical layer of OSI describes a physical medium that uses electrical
impulses? copper cable* fiber optic cable air goodput 58. What term of the physical layer does OSI describe the physical medium that uses the spread of light? fiber optic cable* goodput latency shed 59. What term of the physical layer does OSI describe the physical medium for microwave transmissions? Air* goodput
latency flow 60. What two functions are performed in the OSI data connection layer MAC subsobor? (Select two.) Implements a trailer to detect transmission errors.* Controls the NIC responsible for sending and receiving data on physical media.* Puts in the box information that identifies which network layer protocol is
used for the frame. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and media. 61. What two functions are performed in the LLC sub-layer of the OSI data connection? (Select two.) Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and media.*
Places information in a box that identifies which network layer protocol is used for the framework.* Integrates different physical technologies. Performs the process of delimiting fields within layer 2 frames. Controls the NIC responsible for sending and receiving physical media data. 62. What two functions are performed in
the MAC sub-layer of the OSI data connection? two.) It provides a mechanism that allows multiple devices to communicate through shared media.* Controls the NIC responsible for sending and receiving data on physical media.* Places information in a box that identifies which network layer protocol is used for the
framework. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. Communicates between networking software in the upper layers and device hardware in the lower layers. 63. What two functions are performed in the MAC sub-layer of the OSI data connection?? (Select two.) Controls the NIC responsible for sending
and receiving data on physical media.* Integrates different physical technologies.* Communicates between networking software on the upper layers and device hardware on the lower layers. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. Puts information in the box that identifies which network layer protocol is
used for the frame. 64. What two functions are performed in the LLC subsobor of the OSI data connection layer? (Select two.) Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data.* Places information in a box that identifies which network layer protocol is used for the frame.* Performs data encapsulation. Controls the
NIC responsible for sending and receiving physical media data. Integrates different physical technologies. 65. What two functions are performed in the mac sub-layer of the data connection? (Select two.) Provides synchronization between source and target nods.* Integrates different physical technologies.*
Communicates between networking software on the upper layers and device hardware on the lower layers. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and media. 66. What two functions are performed in the LLC subsote of the OSI data connection
layer? (Select two.) Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data.* Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and media.* Provides data connection layer addressing. Implements a trailer to detect transmission errors. Provides synchronization between source and target nods. 67. What two
functions are performed in the MAC sub-layer of the OSI data connection?? (Select two.) Implements a trailer to detect transmission errors.* Provides synchronization between source and target nods.* Puts information in the box that identifies which network layer protocol is used for the frame. Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use
the same network interface and media. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. 68. What two functions are performed in the LLC sub-layer of the data connection? (Select two.) Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and media.* Adds Layer 2 control information to network protocol
data.* Integrates different Technology. Implements a trailer to detect transmission errors. Provides synchronization between source and target nods. 69. What two functions are performed in the MAC sub-layer of the data connection? (Select two.) It provides a mechanism that allows multiple devices to communicate
through shared media.* Controls the NIC responsible for sending and receiving data on physical media.* Places information in a box that identifies which network layer protocol is used for the framework. Adds layer 2 control information to network protocol data. Allows IPv4 and IPv6 to use the same network interface and
media. 70. What action will happen if the switch receives the box and has the original MAC address in the MAC table? The switch refreshes the timer on this entry.* The switch shares the entry of the MAC address table with any connected switches. The switch does not exceed the frame. The switch sends a box to the
connected router because the destination MAC address is not local. 71. What action will happen if the switch receives a box with the destination MAC address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF? The switch switches it from all ports except the input port.* The switch shares the entry of the MAC address table with any connected
switches. The switch does not exceed the frame. The switch sends a box to the connected router because the destination MAC address is not local. 72. What action will happen if the host receives a box with a destination MAC address that does not recognise? The host will discard the frame.* The host sends the box to
the switch to update the MAC address desk. The host forwards the box to the router. The host forwards the box to all other hosts. 73. What action will happen if the switch receives a box with the destination MAC address 01:00:5E:00:00:D9? The switch switches it from all ports except the dying port.* Switch not forward
box. The switch sends a box to the connected router because the destination MAC address is not local. The switch shares the entry of the MAC address table with any connected switches. 74. What action will happen if the host receives a box with the destination MAC address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF? The host will
process the frame.* The host forwards the box to the router. The host sends a box to the MAC Address Table Update Switch. The host forwards the box to all other hosts. 75. What action will happen if the switch receives the box and has the original MAC address in the MAC table? The switch refreshes the timer on this
entry.* The switch adds it to its MAC address desk associated with the port number. The switch switches the box to the associated port. The switch sends a box to the connected router because the destination MAC address is not local. 76. What action will happen if the host receives a box with the destination MAC
address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF? The host will process The host returns the frame to the switch. The host responds to the switch with its own IP address. The host forwards the box to all other hosts. 77. What action will happen if the switch receives the box and has the original MAC address in the MAC table? The
switch refreshes the timer on this entry.* The switch shares the entry of the MAC address table with any connected switches. The switch does not exceed the frame. The switch adds it to your MAC address desk associated with the port number. 78. What action will happen if the host receives a frame with a destination
MAC address that does not recognise? The host will discard the frame.* The host responds to the switch with their own IP address. The host forwards the box to all other hosts. The host returns the frame to the switch. 79. What action will happen if the switch receives a frame with the destination MAC address
FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF? Switch it forward all ports except port input.* The switch refreshes the timer at that inst. The switch does not exceed the frame. The switch sends a box to the connected router because the destination MAC address is not local. Modules 4 -7: Ethernet Concepts Test Responses (Additional) 1.
What is the purpose of the OSI physical layer? controlling access to media transmitters in local media* performing error detection on received boxes that exchange frames between channels through physical network media 2. Why are two strands of fiber used for a single optical fiber connection? Two strands allow data
to travel longer distances without degradation. They prevent the crosstalk from causing interference on the connection. They increase the speed at which data can travel. They provide complete duplex connectivity.* 3. What characteristic describes crosstalk? distortion of the network signal from fluorescent lighting
distortion of transmitted messages from signals transmitted in adjacent wires* weakening of the network signal during long cable lengths loss of wireless signal at excessive distance from access point 4. What procedure is used to reduce the effect of the cross stem in copper cables? requiring appropriate grounding
connections for twisting opposing pairs of circuit wires* wrapping a wire bundle with a metal shield that designs cable infrastructure to avoid interference in the cross by avoiding sharp bends during installation 5. What type of UTP cable is used to connect your computer to a folding port? console rollover crossover straight
through* 6. What is the definition of bandwidth? measures to transfer bits over media over a specified period of time the speed at which bits travel on the network of data volumes that may flow from one place to another within a specified period of time * a measure of usable data transmitted over a specified period of time
7. Which statement correctly describes the encoding of the box? It uses wave to modify the second wave. Transmits data signals along with a clock that occurs at an evenly spaced duration. It generates electrical, optical or wireless signals representing binary frame numbers. Converts bits to predefined code to provide a
predictable pattern to help you distinguish data bits from control bits.* 8. What is the characteristic of UTP cabing? Cancellation* coating of immunity to the electrical hazards of woven copper braids or metal foil 9. Wireless LAN is used inside a new one-bedroom office occupied by a park ranger. The office is located on
the highest part of the national park. After completing the network test, technicians report that the wireless LAN signal is occasionally affected by some kind of interference. What are the two possible causes of signal distortion? (Select two.) microwave oven* a large number of trees surrounding the office mobile phones
used by employees* elevated location where wireless LAN installed the number of wireless devices used in wireless LAN 10. What is indicated by the term through the way? guaranteed data transfer rate offered by the ISP capacity of a particular medium to transmit usable data measures transmitted in media measures
of bits transmitted in the media over a period of time* the time it takes for the message to reach 11. What is one advantage of using optical cable rather than copper cabling? It's usually cheaper than copper cabler. It can be installed around sharp turns. It is easier to interrupt and install than copper cable. It is able to carry
signals much further than copper cable.* 12. What standard organization oversees the development of wireless LAN standards? IANA IEEE* ISO TIA 13. A network administrator is the design of a new network infrastructure that includes both wired and wireless connectivity. In what situation would a wireless connection
be recommended? The end-user device only has an Ethernet NIC. The end user's device requires a dedicated connection due to performance requirements. The end-user's device needs mobility when connecting to a network.* The end-user's device area has a high concentration of RFI. 14. The network administrator is
having trouble solving connection problems on the server. With the tester, the administrator notices that the signals generated by the NIC server are distorted and are not usable. In what layer of OSI model is the error categorized? display layer of the network layer physical layer* data connection layer 15. What type of
cable is used to connect the workstation serial port to the cisco console router port? crossover rollover* straight through coaxial 16. What is binary representation for decimal number 173? 10100111 10100101 10101101* 10110101 Given binary address 11101100 00010001 00001100 00001010, what address does this
represent in dotted decimal format? 234.17.10.9 234.16.12.10 236.17.12.6 236.17.12.10* 18. How many binary bits exist within an IPv6 address? 32 48 64 128* 256 19. What is the binary equivalent of decimal 232? 11101000* 11000110 10011000 11110010 20. What are the two statements correct about IPv4 and IPv6
addresses? (Select two.) IPv6 addresses are represented by hexadecimal numbers.* IPv4 addresses are represented by hexadecimal numbers. IPv6 addresses are 32 bits long. IPv4 addresses are 32 bits long.* IPv4 addresses are 128 bits long. IPv6 addresses are 64 bits long. 21. What is the IPv4 address format
created for easier use by humans and expressed as 201.192.1.14? binary point decimal* hexadecimal ASCII 22. What is the dotted decimal view of IPv4 address 11001011.000000000.01110001.11010011? 192.0.2.199 198.51.100.201 203.0.113.211* 209.165.201.223 23. What is the decimal equivalent of binary
10010101? 149* 157 168 192 24. What is the decimal equivalent of hex number 0x3F? 63* 77 87 93 25. What is the dotted decimal view of an IPv4 address that is represented as binary string 00001010.01100100.00010101.00000001? 10.100.21.1* 10.10.20.1 100.10.11.1 100.21.10.1 26. What is the decimal
equivalent of 0xC9? 185 200 201* 199 27. What is a valid hexadecimal number? F* g h j 28. What is binary display 0xCA? 10111010 11010101 11001010* 11011010 29. How many bits are in the IPv4 address? 32* 64 128 256 30. What identifier is used in the data connection layer to uniquely identify an Ethernet
device? IP address MAC address* sequence number TCP port number UDP port number 31. Which two engineering organizations define the open standards and protocols that apply to the data connection layer? (Select two.) International Organization for Standardization (ISO)* Internet Assigned Numbers Body (IANA)
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)* Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) Internet Society (ISOC) 32. What layer of OSI model is responsible for determining the encapsulation method used for certain types of media? Transport Data Link* Physical 33. What is the truth about physical and logical topologies?
Logical topology is always the same as physical topology. Physical topologies deal with the way the network transmits frames. Physical topologies display the IP address scheme of each network. Logical topologies refer to how network data is transmitted between devices.* 34. What kind of physical topology can be
created by connecting all Ethernet cables to the central device? Star of bus ring* network 35. Technicians were asked to develop physical topology for a network that provides a high level of redundanction. What physics topology requires every nod to be every other nod on the net? Bus Hierarchical Network* Ring Star
36. Which statement describes the semi-duplex mode of data transfer? Data transmitted over a network can only flow in one direction. Data transmitted over the network flows in one direction at a time.* Data transmitted over the network is simultaneously transmitted in one direction to many different destinations. Data
transmitted over the network flows in both directions at the same time. 37. What is the logical connection control (LLC) subsea function? Define hardware-run media access processes to provide data connection layer addressing to determine which network layer protocol is used* to accept segments and pack them into
data units called packages 38. What method does data connection media access control use Ethernet? CSMA/CD*determinism turn taking token passes 39. What are the two subseas of the OSI model's data connection layer? (Select two.) internet physical LLC * transport MAC * network access 40. What method is
used to manage conflict-based access on a wireless network? CSMA/CD priority ordering CSMA/CA*token passes 41. What are the two services performed by the OSI model data connection layer? (Select two.) Encrypts data packages. Specifies the path to the front packages. Accepts Layer 3 packages and
encapsulates them in frames.* Provides media access control and performs error detection.* Track Layer 2 communication by building a MAC address table. 42. What does the router do after it deconsulates the received box? determines the best path* de-encapsulates box re-encapsulates the package into a new frame
forward a new frame to mesh mid-43. What NIC attribute would put it on the OSI model's data connection layer? attached Ethernet cable IP address MAC address* RJ-45 port TCP/IP protocol stack 44. Although CSMA/CD is still a feature of Ethernet, why is it no longer needed? Almost unlimited availability of IPv6 refers
to the use of CSMA/CA use of full-duplex capable Layer 2 switches * development of semi-duplex switch operation using Gigabit Ethernet speed 45. Which network device makes forwarding decisions based on the destination MAC address contained in the box? repeat hub switch* router 46. Which network device has
the primary function of sending data to a specific destination based on information found in the MAC address desk? hub router switch* modem 47. What function or operation does the LLC subsea perform? It performs data encapsulation. He communicates with the upper layers of the protocol.* He's responsible for
controlling media access. Adds a header and trailer to the package to form PDU OSI layer 2. 48. What is the statement true about MAC addresses? MAC addresses are implemented by software. NIC only needs MAC associated with WAN. The first three bytes used by the supplier assigned to the OUI.* ISO is
responsible for mac address regulations. 49. What happens to the runt frames received by the Cisco Ethernet switch? The frame is lowered.* The frame returns to the resulting network device. The box is broadcast to all other devices on the same network. The box is sent to the default gateway. 50. What are the two
sizes (minimum and maximum) of the Ethernet frame? (Select two.) 56 bytes 64 bytes* 128 bytes 1024 bytes 1518 bytes* 51. What information addressing is recorded by moving to build a Mac address table? Destination Layer 3 address of incoming destination packages Layer 2 outgoing box address Source Layer 3
address of outgoing packages original Layer 2 address of incoming boxes * 52. What two characteristics describe Ethernet technology? (Select two.) Supported by IEEE 802.3.* Supported by IEEE 802.5 standards. Typically, it uses an average of 16 Mb/s for data transfer rates. Use the CSMA/CD access control
method.* Use ring topology. 53. Which statement describes the characteristic of MAC addresses? They must be globally unique.* They are only routable within a private network. They are added as part of PDU layer 3. They have a 32-bit binary value. 54. What specific value is assigned to the first 24 bits of a multicast
MAC address? 01-5E-00 FF-00-5E FF-FF-FF 01-00-5E* 55. What will the host on the Ethernet network do if he receives a frame with a destination MAC address that does not match his own MAC address? It will discard the box.* It will forward the box to the next host. Removes the box from the media. It will remove the
data connection box to check the IP address of the destination. 56. What is auto-MDIX? Type Cisco switch Ethernet connector type port to Cisco switch feature that detects Ethernet cable key e * 57. What two functions or operations does the MAC subsea perform? (Select two.) He is responsible for controlling media
access.* Performs the function of NIC driver software. Adds a header and trailer to form an OSI Layer 2 PDU.* Processes communication between the top and bottom layers. Adds control information to network protocol layer data. 58. What is the type of address 01-00-5E-0A-00-02? an address that reaches each host
within a local subsea address that reaches one specific host address that reaches each host in the network to an address that reaches a specific host group * host *
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